Self-assembled microstructures of confined rod-coil diblock copolymers by self-consistent field theory.
We employ the self-consistent field theory (SCFT) incorporating Maier-Saupe orientational interactions between rods to investigate the self-assembly of rod-coil diblock copolymers (RC DBC) in bulk and especially confined into two flat surfaces in 2D space. A unit vector defined on a spherical surface for describing the orientation of rigid blocks in 3D Euclidean space is discretized with an icosahedron triangular mesh to numerically integrate over rod orientation, which is confirmed to have numerical accuracy and stability higher than that of the normal Gaussian quadrature. For the hockey puck-shaped phases in bulk, geometrical confinement, i.e., the film thickness, plays an important role in the self-assembled structures' transitions for the neutral walls. However, for the lamellar phase (monolayer smectic-C) in bulk, the perpendicular lamellae are always stable, less dependent on the film thicknesses because they can relax to the bulk spacing with less-paid coil-stretching in thin films. In particular, a very thin rod layer near the surfaces is formed even in a very thin film. When the walls prefer rods, parallel lamellae are obtained, strongly dependent on the competition between the degree of the surface fields and film geometrical confinement, and the effect of surface field on lamellar structure as a function of film thickness is investigated. Our simulation results provide a guide to understanding the self-assembly of the rod-coil films with desirable application prospects in the fabrication of organic light emitting devices.